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ABSTBACT 

We calculate some boundary curves of incompressible surfaces in some knot spaces. This 

method is based on a theorem of Marc Culler and Peter Shaien, and we make use of some calcu¬ 

lations done by William Menasco. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In [2], William Menasco presents an "algorithm" for representing a knot space, M as a col¬ 

lection of tetrahedra with faces identified and vertices deleted. Given such a decomposition, in 

]4], we find a means for determining a family of (incomplete) hyperbolic structures that can exist 

on the knot space. In particular, this family of hyperbolic structures is a subset of a certain alge¬ 

braic curve, H(M), whose defining equations can be read off from the decomposition into 

tetrahedra (these equations are called the "glueing consistency equations"). 

In II], Marc Culler and Peter Shalen prove a theorem which shows the existence of certain 

incompressible surfaces defined in terms of another curve, namely the curve of characters of 

representations,X(M). We will see that the curve, X, is closely related to the curve H. In this 

thesis, we will use Menasco’s decomposition into ideal tetrahedra to produce H(M). We will find 

a correspondence between X and H that will allow us to use the curve H rather than X to deter¬ 

mine boundary curves of incompressible surfaces for M. By using the curve H rather than the 

curve X, some boundary curves of incompressible surfaces for M can be determined relatively 

easily. 

We use this method to perform the calculations for the knot spaces associated with some 

knots. We found that this method does not necessarily yield all the boundary curves of 

incompressible surfaces in all cases. Specifically, the longitude, X is always a boundary curve of 

an incompressible surface. From the examples considered, the longitude is derived as a boun¬ 

dary curve by this method in some cases, but not in all. Thus, the problem of categorizing the 

knots for which this method yields the longitude as a boundary curve of a system of incompressi¬ 

ble surfaces is non-trivial. 

1.1 Definitions 

By a knot space, M, we mean the complement in S3 of a tubular neighborhood of a knot. 

By H3, or hyperbolic space, we mean the interior of upper half-space endowed with the usual 
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hyperbolic arc-length ds2— The geodesics in this space are circular arcs. When we 
r 

||3 

say that a manifold M is hyperbolic we mean that it is -y- where T is a discrete, torsion-free 

group of hyperbolic isometries. A hyperbolic knot space is a knot space whose interior is hyper¬ 

bolic as a manifold. 

An incompressible surface in a three-manifold M, is defined as follows. Let F be a sur¬ 

face which is either properly embedded in M or contained in BM. We say that F is incompressi¬ 

ble in M if none of the following conditions is satisfied. 

1. F is a 2-sphere that bounds a homotopy 3-cell in M 

2. F is a 2-cell and either FCBM or there is a homotopy 3-cell XcM with 

ajrcFuaji/ 

3. There is a 2-cell DCM with JD Q F - BD and with ai) not contractible in F. 

We define a boundary curve of an incompressible surface for a manifold M to be a class of 

HiiBM) represented by any one of the unoriented parallel simple closed curves of BS, where S is 

an incompressible surface in M with BS^0, and where S is not parallel to a subsurface of ... - 

9M. Since no orientation was specified for the curves, -c is a boundary curve of the incompres¬ 

sible surface S if and only if c is. 



2. THEORETICAL RESULTS 

2.1 William ifSenasco’a ’Triangulation’ of a Knot Space 

By a polyhedron we mean a piecewise linear 3-cell P with a decomposition of BP into 

piecewise linear 2-cells called the faces of P. The ideal polyhedron P associated to P is 

obtained by deleting the vertices on BP. The faces of Pare the intersections of P with the faces 

ofP. 

In his paper, Polyhedral Representations of Link Complements, William Menasco presents a 

method for representing an arbitrary knot space as a union of ideal polyhedra so that the intersec¬ 

tion of two of the ideal polyhedra is a union of ideal faces. This decomposition into ideal polyhe¬ 

dra often yields a decomposition into ideal tetrahedra, obtained by subdividing the ideal polyhe¬ 

dra. 

In the resulting decomposition, the knot space is a union of ideal tetrahedra so that the 

intersection of two of them is a union of ideal faces. 

2.2 A Spine for the Knot Space 

This tetrahedral decomposition gives rise to a 2-complex which is a deformation retract of 

the knot space. This 2-complex is a union of sub-2-complexes, each of which is contained in one 

ideal tetrahedron, and is defined in terms of a P.L. structure on the tetrahedron. 

We define the spine for an ideal tetrahedron, T, as follows. Let f be identified with the 

ideal tetrahedron associated to the standard 3-simplex T. Let V be the barycentric subdivision of 

T. The spine of f is the 2-complex composed of all simplices in V which do not contain vertices 

ofT. 

We will construct a standard deformation retraction of f onto its spine. To do this, we will 

first define a standard deformation retraction of a simplex minus a vertex onto the opposite face. 

By the opposite face to a vertex v, for an n-simplex (v0,vj, • • • ,v„), we mean the n-1 simplex 
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Lemma: Let s be an n-simplex, and let v be a vertex of s. then \ s | — | v | deformation 

retracts onto | f\ where fis the face opposite to v. 

Proof: We regard | s | as | f*v \ . Any point of | f*v | can be represented as 

(O-X)y, Xv,X)) where y€|/[ and O^X^l. Thus |/*v|-1 v |can be realized as 

l/MO,1) where |/|x{0) -|/|. 

Thus I s | - | v | = | /x v | - | v | = 1/ N [0,1). We define the retraction r by 

H(1 - X)y,Xv,X))-(>,0,0). Then clearly r{ \f |)-|/ [ 

Define the map: 

/‘(((l-X)y,Xv>X),r)=((l-(I-r)y, (l-r)Xv, (l-r)X) 

Then 

• /{((l-X)y, Xv, X), 0)-((l—X)y, X v, X) 

• f((O-X)y,Xv,X),l)“0',0,0) 

Thus: 

• FTx.O) - 1|,|-|»| 

• F(x. 1) - ir. 

Hence F is a homotopy between ir and lj^ H « i* So />= I-1 » l- Thus r is a defor¬ 

mation retraction, and s-v deformation retracts onto f. □ 

By the standard deformation retraction for | s | - | v | just given, each 3-simplex in the 
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barycentric subdivision of the ideal tetrahedron f deformation retracts to a 2-cell in the spine for 

the ideal tetrahedron. For any 3-simpIices in the barycentric subdivision V of f whose closure 

contains vertices of T, their standard retractions will agree on their intersection. Also, if F is a 

face of T\ then |/ |*/ is a closed subspace of | f |*/. Hence we can apply the glueing lemma to 

conclude that an ideal tetrahedron deformation retracts onto its spine. 

To construct the spine for the entire knot space, we take the union of ideal tetrahedral 

spines, with respect to a consistent P.L. structure on the tetrahedra. We observe that we can 

again, lit the retractions together by the glueing lemma to produce a deformation retraction of 

the knot space onto the spine. 

Finally, we simplify the description of the spine by amalgamating all 2-celis which meet a 

given edge of the original decomposition into ideal tetrahedra. It might be wondered whether 

this process is permissible. In other words, will this amalgamation of 2-cells still be a 2-cell. In 

fact this is true as we shall now see. 

Represent the identified 2-cells as follows: 

'j * 

This is then a compact surface with boundary, it has one boundary component, it is orientable, 

and its Euler Characteristic is 2. Hence it is homeomorphic to a disk. Thus, we can amalgamate 

2-cells in this way to produce a single 2-cell for each edge of our original tetrahedral decomposi¬ 

tion. 

2.3 The Glueing Consistency Equations 

We will now concern ourselves with constructing a set of representations of nx(5) into 
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PSL2( C), 

for S, the spine we’ve just constructed. By Su we mean the l-ske!eton for the spine. By Van 

Kampen’s Theorem, we can present n^dSD as being generated by elements of a free basis of 

IMlSiD subject to a set of relations R, one relation for each 2-cell in S. Thus, if we can find a' 

representation p of I^d^D into PSL2(C) , and then if p(r)-l for r€R, then p will extend to a 

representation of IlidSll^n^M) into PSL2(C). Of course, each relation in this presentation for 

S is in the conjugacy class represented by the boundary of a 2-cell in S. Thus, we need to find 

ptl^dStl-^PSZ^C), and then find a sufficient condition to ensure that p(t3CD - 1 for C any 2- 

cell in S, where 13C} denotes the conjugacy class determined by the loop 3C. 

We will treat St as a connected graph. An edge-path in a graph is a finite sequence of 

oriented edges (elt • • • ,e„) («5*1) such that the terminal vertex of et-x is the initial vertex of et 

for 1</<». By a circuit we mean an edge-path (eu • • • ,e„) so that the initial vertex of is 

the same as the terminal vertex of e„. By an elementary reduction of an edge-path, we mean 

that if for an edge-path (elt • ■ • ,«„), eJ+l“efl for some j, 1), we remove e} and <^+1 

from the edge-path. A reduced edge-path is an edge-path to which no elementary reduction can 

be applied. 

A tree is a connected graph with no reduced circuits. Observe that in a tree, any two ver¬ 

tices are joined by a unique reduced edge path. This is clear, because connectivity assures that 

there exists one such edge-path, and if there were two distinct reduced edge-paths, say <r and r, 

then or-r-1 would be a circuit, and even after reduction, it would remain a circuit. 

By a realization | (ej, * * * ,en) \ of an edge-path in a graph, we mean a realization of the 

edge-path as a path in the graph formulated as follows. For each eit we choose a map /:[0,1]~*?( 

so that / |(0,1) is a homeomorphism of (0,1) onto with /f(0) - v^lt /j(l) - Vj. Let a, be 

the equivalence class of the path /,. Then the realization <xi'<*2 <*„ of the edge-path 

ei> ' ' ' >en *s determined uniquely by the edge-path eit • • • ,e„. 
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There is, in fact, a necessary and sufficient condition on n^D for a connected graph T to 

be a tree. A connected graph is a tree if and only if it is simply connected. The following proof 

can be found in Massey, [3]. Let v0 be the basepoint for the graph T, and let T be a maximal 

tree in T containing v0. If T is not a tree, there is some collection of edges {ex:X€A} of r not 

contained in T. We orient the edges. We denote the initial and terminal vertices of ek by ak and 

bk respectively. To each ek, we associate an element I‘rx]€Il1(r,v0) by noting that as we’ve 

already shown, there exists a unique reduced edge-path {and a unique realization of this edge- 

path) from v0 to akt call it tjx. There similarly exists a unique realized reduced edge-path <rx 

from bK to v0. Thus, TX=TJX^X |-TX is the realization of an edge-loop based at v0, and from 

Massey: 

Theorem: The fundamental group IIi(r,vo) is a free group on the set of generators 

{[rx]|X€A). 

(Algebraic Topology: An Introduction, W, S, Massey, Theorem 5.2, pg. 198 ) 

From this, we can deduce that a graph T is a tree if an only if A-$, or equivalently if the funda¬ 

mental group IIi<r,v0) is trivial. In other words, a graph T is a tree, if and only if r is simply 

connected. Also, we can deduce the following corollary: 

Corollary 1: A path in a tree which joints two vertices is homotopic relative to its end¬ 

points to the realization of a unique reduced edge-path. 

And using this, we can deduce that: 

Corollary 2: Any loop in a graph which is based at a vertex is homotopic to the reali¬ 

zation of a unique reduced edge-loop. 

Proof (Corollary 1): Given any two vertices of a tree T, there exists a unique 

reduced edge-path between them. A path in r passes through a (possibly empty) 

set of vertices in a certain order. In a simply connected space, any two paths with 

the same initial and terminal points are homotopic. Thus, a path in r which joins 
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two vertices is homotopic to a unique reduced edge path. □ 

Proof (Corollary 2): A graph is semi-Iocally simply connected. So it has a 

universal cover, f which is a tree. Any two loops in r are homotopic if and only 

if their lifts to the universal cover have the same endpoint. Given a loop in r, 

lift it to a path in f, homotope it to the realization of the reduced edge-path (that 

exists by corollary 1). We then project the realization of this reduced edge-path 

to the realization of an edge-loop r. This edge-loop is unique because reduced 

edge-paths lift to reduced edge-paths. Hence, if there were two such reduced 

edge-loops, their lifts would each be homotopic to the lift of the original edge- 

loop. □ 

We will now apply this last corollary to show that a certain group, £(r), known as the 

edge-path group is isomorphic to 11,(5,). The edge-path group is defined to be the set of all 

equivalence classes of edge-loops based at v0 where two loops are considered equivalent if one 

can be obtained from the other by a finite number of elementary reductions. The group opera¬ 

tion is defined in terms of the usual operation on edge-loops. That is, if 1 » (*,, ■ • ■ ,en), 

w-(ea+1. • • • ,ek), then hm-(eu ••• ,*„,*„+,, ••*,«*). And if l/J, [m]€£(D, [/] [w] = l/ m]. 

We must show, of course, that this operation is well-defined. In other words, if <r'~cr and r'~r 

do we know that or' r'—or-r? If cr'~cr, then or' is obtained from <r by a finite number of ele¬ 

mentary reductions, or conversely. Thus, we can apply the reductions (or inverses of reductions) 

needed to change or' to or and the ones to change r* to r on the product edge-loop cr' r' to pro¬ 

duce CT'T. Thus, cr'"r'~or*T, and the group operation is well-defined. We observe also that an 

elementary reduction produces an edge-path with a homotopic realization. 

Thus, by corollary 1, edge-paths are equivalent if and only if their realizations are homoto¬ 

pic. In fact, however, there is a strong relationship between £(5,) and 11,(5!) that will allow us 

to work with £(5,). 
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Theorem: £{S1)~n1(51). 

Proof: We define for lor]€EiSj an edge-loop based at v0, <£([<r])-{ |or 11, where 

| or | is the realization of or as a path in SL described previously. 

Claim: is an isomorphism. 

1. $ is a homomorphism. 

Proof: 

tfdorHrl) - 0([O"T]) - [ | err |] - 11 <r |'|r |] - t |cr IH \r \ ] - <M(CT1)-<MIT]). 

2. <f> is onto 

Proof: By corollary 1, every loop in is homotopic to the realization of a 

unique reduced edge-loop. Hence, each loop in is in an equivalence class 

that is the image under <f> of some edge-loop class in £(5^. Or is onto. 

3. ÿ is injective 

Proof: By corollary 1, each loop in Sx is homotopic to the realization of a 

unique reduced edge-loop. Each edge-loop is equivalent to a unique reduced 

edge-loop. Thus, there is one reduced edge-loop in each equivalence class of 

edge-loops. Hence leer <f> “ (111), since $([1])-1, but if $([4])-l, b is 

reduced and not equivalent to 1, , then <v0> would be homotopic to the 

realization of b and to the realization of 1 which would contradict corollary 1. 

Thus ker = ([1]} and is injective. 

Thus, is an isomorphism and £(S1)=n1(Si). □ 

Thus, we can work to find p:£(51)-*PSI.2(C), and since p$~l is a 
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representation of IIj^) in PSL2(C). Tnis is how we shall proceed. 

Let T2,T2, • • • ,Tm be the tetrahedra in the decomposition of the knot space. Assign an 

arbitrary order to the vertices: 

7*1“ Iva,v12,vix vul 

T2~lvntV22V23V2A] 

We then choose n complex numbers rx, 
4 * * ,z„ € C, and ideal hyperbolic tetrahedra 

7y-[o,~,i,rxi 

Ta'-lO,oo,l.Xil 

T„'-10,00,1,^1 

where by an ideal hyperbolic tetrahedron, we mean an ideal tetrahedron imbedded in H3 so 

that the edges are geodesics in H3 and its closure in upper half-space y oo is a tetrahedron with 

its vertices on the boundary. In the list above, each ideal hyperbolic tetrahedron is specified by 

its vertices in the closure of the tetrahedron. 

Let cr—e2e2 • • • em be an edge loop lying in some equivalence class of £(SX). The edges of 

this loop pass through a finite number of tetrahedra in the knot space, Tn, • • • ,Tim, and each 
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edge ek passes through a face Fm of Tk (ii^k^im). For notational convenience, we define 

Sm “ Fim and Sm‘ - Tim‘. There exists a chain of ideal hyperbolic tetrahedra Ilt • • ■ ,Im with 

Wi* 

1 ) 

Where 4>j is a linear fractional transformation chosen so that <f>j(A)—B where A 

corresponds to Ff in S/ and B corresponds to Ft in 5;+1‘. 

We define the representation p by setting p(<r) equal to the linear fractional transformation 

so that: 

p(<r)(A)-B 

where : 

A is the face in corresponding to F„ 

B is the face in I„ corresponding to F„. 

We shall see that p, in fact, determines a representation of E(S]). 

Theorem:p determines a representation p:E(Sl)-+PSL2(C). 

Lemma 1: p (or) depends only on the equivalence class of cr in E (S|). 

Proof (lemma 1): Two loops which differ by an elementary reduction have the 

same first and last tetrahedra in their respective chains. Hence p(cr) which takes 

the face corresponding to the last face in the loop in the first tetrahedron to the 
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last face in the last tetrahedron will not be affected. So if cr'—cr, p(cr')-p (<*■). □ 

Thus, p determines p:ff(Si)~*P5I5(€). To see that p is a representation, we 

must check that p respects path multiplication. 

Lemma 2: p(<r • r)-p(cr) • p(r). 

Proof: 

Let tu • • ■ ,Im be the chain for or, Flt • • • ,Fm the faces for cr. 

Let l\, • • • ,Ik be the chain for r, Fu « • • ,Fk the faces for T. 

If we consider the chain for or, followed by p(<r) • (chain for T), the resulting 

representation is the linear fractional transformation taking the face in Ii 

corresponding to Fm to the face in p(cr) • fk corresponding to p(or) • Fk.. 

p(or) * p(r) takes the face in Ik corresponding to Fm to the face in Im correspond* 

ing to Fm% and then takes this face to the face in p(<r) • Ik corresponding to 

p(or) • Fk. Thus, p(cr) - pi?) is one such linear fractional transformation. We 

now must establish that the foregoing chain of tetrahedra is the same as the chain 

for or followed by the chain for r. The initial face for <r, and that for r are the 

same, since v4 is located at some face of a tetrahedron. p(cr) sets up a correspon¬ 

dence between the face in the initial tetrahedron in the cr—chain, and the 

corresponding last face in the last tetrahedron, in the cr—chain. Hence p(<r) takes 

the initial face in the chain for T to the final face in the chain for cr, Thus, the 

chain for <r • T is the same as the chain for cr followed by the chain p(<r) • (chain 

for r). Since the representations are determined by the underlying chains, we 

have that p(cr • r) = p(cr) • p(r). Thus, p is a homomorphism of edge-loops. □ 

Proof of theorem: By Lemma 1, p determines to a map p on equivalence classes 

of loops. By lemma 2, p is a homomorphism, since the same property holds for 
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the map p defined on loops. By definition, for <r an edge-loop, p( \er |) is a linear 

fractional transformation, and a hyperbolic isometry. Thus, p maps each 

equivalence class of edge-loops to a hyperbolic isometry, and p is a homomor¬ 

phism. Hence p is a representation of nl(S1)~F(S1)—*PS£2(C). □ 

We have thus found a family of representations of rijISj) into PSL2(C). We must find a 

sufficient condition to ensure that a representation pJIjSJ—'PSL2(C) will extend to a represen¬ 

tation p:n1(M)~n1(5)->PSL2(C). As we noted previously, p extends to p if for any 2-cell C in 

S, the conjugacy class in 1^(5) represented by the attaching map of C is contained in ker p. 

Without loss of generality, we may take our base-point on 3C, we must then show that 

p( [or] ) — 1 where or is the reduced edge-loop homotopic to the attaching map of C. 

Let or be such an edge-loop. Let Ilt • • * ,In be the chain of ideal tetrahedra for or, with 

corresponding faces Flt • • • ,Fn, Then p( 1er] ) is the linear fractional transformation taking the 

face in corresponding to F„ to the face in l„ corresponding to Fn. If the chain for <r starts and 

ends at the same face, then p( [<r] ) is the linear fractional transformation taking Fx (-FJ to 

Itself. In other words, it is the identity. Conversely, if rr starts and ends at distinct faces, then 

p( [<r] ) is a linear fractional transformation taking one triple of complex numbers to a different 

triple of complex numbers. Hence it can not be the identity. 

For (zi,z2,z3,z4) an ordered four-tuple of complex numbers, we define the cross-ratio 

C(zl,z2,z3,z4) as follows. Let f be the linear fractional transformation such that /(zj - 0, 

/(z2) - 1, /(z3) - oo. Then we define C(z1,z2,z3,z4)=/(z4). 

Cross-ratios have the following properties: 

I. Permutations of elements of the four-tuple change the cross-ratio C by one of the following: 

a. C-C 

b. C 
C 
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c. C 
C 

C-1 

d. c 1 
1 -c 

e. C-(l-C) 

f. C C-l 
C 

Proof: The set of transformations on the cross-ratio C, is completely determined by S4% the 

permutation group on four elements ( in this case , (0, l,oo,C) ). This group is, in turn, 

generated by the following elements: 

1. 

0-1 

1-0 

c-c 

2. 

0—«0 

1-0 

00—1 

c-c 

3. 

0—C 
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1-1 

oo~*oo 

C-0 

4. 

0-0 

1—c 

©O“*PO 

C—1 

5. 

0-0 

1-1 

«0— C 

C—00 

These permutations are represented by the following linear fractional transforma 

tions; 

1. 1-2 

2. 
z 

z 

1 
5. 

1-z 
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6. z ( trivial ) 

But we must also take into account compositions of the elements given above. A careful 

analysis of these compositions will show that any pairwise composition of two of the above 

transformations, or applications of the transformations to themselves will yield, in turn, one 

of the six transformations. Hence these are all the transformations. □ 

2. If f is a linear fractional transformation, C(zt,z2,z3,z4)-C(f(zx) ,/(z2),/(23) ,/(z4)). 

Proof: In computing C(/(21),/(z2),/(z3)!/(z4)), we find the linear fractional transforma¬ 

tion: g so that: 

|(/(zj))-0 

*</<z2))-l 

ir(/(z3))-oo 

Then 

C</(z2) ,/(z2) ,/(z3) ,/(z4) ) a K/(Z4)) . 

In computing C(z1,z2>z3,z4), we find g, a linear fractional transformation so that: 

*(zi)—0 

g(z3)—OO 

and define 

C<Zi,Z2,Z3,Z4) = g<Z4) 

Thus, g-gQrK and C</(z1),/(z2),/(z3)vf<z4))-gQr1(/(z4))-g(z4)-C(z1)z2(23,z4). 

Hence for any linear fractional transformation f, C(zi,z2,z3,z4)=C{/(z1)1/(z2),/(z3),/(z4)). 

□ 

For an ideal tetrahedron, T, there exists an associated cross-ratio, depending on an ordering 
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of the vertices. That is, order the vertices (zi,z2,z},z4)t and we get an associated cross-ratio 

C(zi,z2,z3,z4). Thus, for the tetrahedra Tlt • • • ,Tm, there are associated cross-ratios 

Cu ' • • ,Cm. Since <r is homotopic to the attaching map of C for some 2-cell C, in a chain for 

<r, we can assume that ail the tetrahedra have a common edge. We take this common edge to be 

(O.eo) ( applying a linear fractional transformation if necessary ), and the chain for <r to be: 

/î-lO.Wi.oo.Wj] 

with associated faces: 

Fi-(oo,0,1) 

Thus: 

“ (°° > 

C2 ,<**> ) 
*1 

W2 

• C3=C(0,W2,OO,W3)-C{0>1JOO)—)-— 
w2 w2 
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• Ca_1=C(0,»a-1,oo,»s)-C(0,l,oo,-^)-"',~1 

».-2 W--2 

Each Ck is a cross-ratio of lk with some ordering of the vertices. Also: 

VH-i »„_! 
• »i     

»! »a-3 wn-2 

The product of the first k cross-ratios, hence yields <f>k where <f>k is multiplication by w*_i. 

Hence multiplication by the product of all the cross-ratios is the linear fractional transformation 

$„_! where is the representation associated with the chain of tetrahedra. The condi¬ 

tion that the first face is the same as the last is equivalent to the condition that »a_!-l. 

As we showed previously, a permutation of the ordering of the vertices of some tetrahedron 

Tj will affect the cross-ratio C} by composing it with one of the linear fractional transformations: 

1. C-+C 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

 c_ 
C—1 

C-l 
c 

_ 1 
1-C 

—1 -c 
Hence there are z!,...,zm , where each zj is a certain linear fractional expression in vand the 

first face of the chain for <r is the same as the last face if and only if: 
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Definition : The equation zl‘2y...'zm“l is the glueing consistency equation for the 2-cell C. 

We may fix an ordering of vertices of each I} and view these equations as equations in the origi¬ 

nal vi,...,vM. These are cross-ratios computed with respect to the fixed ordering. 

We conclude that for an arbitrary specification of values for we get a representa¬ 

tion of n^). If the glueing consistency equations hold, this representation extends to a 

representation of n1(^Sr)s==n1(2W) in PSL2(C). 

William Menasco, in his paper, "Polyhedral Representations of Link Complements ", writes 

these equations down for some examples. We will soon use these equations to perform our cal¬ 

culations. 

2.4 On Lifting Our Representations in PSL2(C) to Representations in SL2(C) 

Now that we have constructed a family of representations ofU2(M) into PSL2( C), we will show 

that there exists a corresponding family of representations ofU^M) into SL2(C), the group of two 

by two matrices with complex entries and determinant one. There may not, in general, be any 

solutions, to these equations. However, since the knots we are working with are hyperbolic, 

there is, in fact, a one-dimensional family of solutions [4]. 

By an affine algebraic set in C”, we mean the solution set of a collection of polynomials 

in n-variables. Thus, the glueing consistency equations define an algebraic set. The group of 

linear fractional transformations is isomorphic to the group PSL2(C)=SL2(C)I±I. This 

correspondence is as follows: 

“/:/<*) 
az+b 
cz+d 

Let II be a finitely generated group. Then we define R (II) as the space of representations of n 

into SL2(C). We define RR(II) as the space of representations of n into PSIj(C). R(II) and 
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PR (n) are algebraic sets as we will soon see. 

Let gy g„ be the generators in a presentation for the group n. Then an element g of II 

can be written in terms of the generators as: 

T\ t j 
g - 

where rt and », are integers. Now, if p is a representation, 

p(g) - Ip(«.1)]'
, [p(ir,I)]

,î-...-lp(&it)r* 

Thus, a representation is uniquely specified by its values on the generators of the group. Now, if 

FH is the free group on the k generators, a representation of n is determined by a representation 

on Fn that takes the relations in the presentation of n to the identity. Thus, we can view R (II) 

as being the subset of R(Fn) consisting of representations that map each relator in the presenta¬ 

tion of n to 1. If p€R(F„), we can make the correspondence: 

p—Ip (*i)..... P («. ) Hp € C4" 

The first correspondence is just the one mentioned above. The second one is obtained by realiz¬ 

ing that each element p(g) is a 2 by 2 matrix of complex entries: 

Of bf \of,bf,Cj,dj^C 

Cf df 

Hence if we make the identification: 

Ip(*i) pigJl—Ui.buCuduOî.bî.Ci.d} aa.bn.c„ ,d,) 

we have found a correspondence: 

R(F„) -ÛCC4*. 

where fl is a subset of C4" determined by the condition that det(p(s,)) - 1. 

Thus, in summary: 

/tODcÆUg HCC4" 

It should be noted that the condition p(r) - 1, for r a relation in the presentation for n yields 
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four polynomial equations in C and hence taking the elements in the product that correspond to 

element number i in the identity matrix and equating them to the element in the identity matrix 

will yield an equation. For example, if n «■ 2, 

p(*i) - A 
a i *1 

,*l di 

p(ft) - 3 
«2 *2 

1*2 <*t 

and 

The equations are: 

• ata2 + AJCJ - 1 

• Oibi + éi</î “ 0 

• Ci«2 + dic2 - 0 

• *1^2 ^1^2 “ 1 

Thus, each representation into SL2(.C) corresponds to the solution set of 4k com¬ 

plex polynomial equations where k is the number of relations is the presentation 

for n we have chosen. Thus, R (n) is an algebraic set. 

We will now show that the same is true for PSL2(C)—S12(C)/( ± I} 

Proposition: PR (II) is an algebraic set. 

Let V be a 2-dimensional complex vector space. By choosing a basis < v,w> , we can 

identify SZ.2(C) with the group of automorphisms of V with determinant I. If 

7’€5£,2(C), we define a linear transformation T ® Tfrom V®Vto VQVby requiring: 

♦ T®T(v®w) - T(v) ®T(w) 

and extending linearly. Then the map <j> so that <£(D - 71 © 7 is a homomorphism 
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of SL2(C) into Aut ( F0F), This is so, because $(TX‘T2) - ^(T^ -<MT2), 

clearly. Also, 4>(I)(v 0w) = /(v) ®/(w) - v ©w. Hence <f>(I) - / and thus, the 

image set of ÿ is a group. Also,-I€ker<f>, since 

— / ©—/(v © w) — -v 0 — w — V © w 

thus, 

—I€ker<j>. 

We shall now show that ker<f>—[±l). Let u,v be basis elements for V. Then 

v 0 v,v 0 a,a © v,a 0 a will be basis elements for V 0 V. So if 

then: 

• r© T(u © a) — (au+cv) ® (au+cv) «■ a2a © a+ac v 0u+ac a © v+c2 v © v 

• T © T(u © v) — (au+cv) © (bu+dv) - ai « © a+ci v © u+ad a © v+cd v © v 

« T © rfy © «) — (bu+dv) © (au+cv) — ia « © u+ad v © a+ic a © v+cd v © v 

• T © T(v © v) — (bu+dv) © (iu+dv) — i2 a © u+id v © a+id a © v+d2 v © v 

Thus, in terms of a © a, a © v, v © a, v © v : 

T © T 

a2 ai ai i2 

ac ad ic bd 
ac be ad bd 
c2 cd cd d2 

So. if T © T - /, 

• a2 - 1 
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• ad - 1 

• d2-l 

from which we can conclude that: 

• a - d - 1 OR 

• a - <f - — 1 

also: 

• oi — 0 hence b — 0 

« ac — 0 hence c - 0. 

So, r®r-/-> T- ±7 Thus, kerd>— ±7 Hence, the induced map on the quotient 

group: 

^;£7i(C)/(±/Mr © r| 7*€SIj(C)} 

is an isomorphism. Hence, we can replace PSL2(C) with the matrix group, {T © T \ T€SL2(C)\ 

Now that we have shown that P$72(C) is a matrix group, we will show that it is algebraic. 

The map: 

4:T-*T®T 

Is defined by affine coordinates in SI2(C). By propositions 2.3.1, and 2.3.2 from [6], we know 

that the closure of the image of an affine algebraic set under an affine map is an affine algebraic 

set. Hence, we only need to know that £7.2(€) is closed. For this, it suffices to show that is 

proper. But this is immediate, since ÿ is a covering projection. Hence, PSL2(C) is algebraic. □ 

For p€PÆ(n), we make the identification: 

P~tp(*i),...,p(&)]ctPSI2(C)l" 

and we see immediately that PR (II) is an algebraic set. □ 

We have a polynomial map from S72(C) to PSL2{C). Hence, starting with a representation 

p in P(II), we can obtain a representation p in PR (II), by taking p and composing with this 
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polynomial map. This is a regular map between these afnne algebraic sets. 

In what follows, by C we mean the algebraic set defined by the glueing consistency equa¬ 

tions. By construction, we have a map: 

C-+PR{ n) 

Claim: This is a regular map, i.e. its coordinate functions are rational functions in zlt...,z„ whose 

denominator does not vanish at any point of C. 

Observe that no point of C has any coordinate equal to 0,1. Clearly no point of C 

has any coordinate equal to 0, because if 2,-0, then the equation: . 

2i-...'Z,-l 

will automatically be false. Also, if some coordinate were 1 for some point of C, 

then the corresponding coordinate would be 0 in some other equation. This is so, 

because if z,-w( a permutation of the vertices of the tetrahedron that contributes 

the 2,, will permute the value of z, by giving it one of the following values: 

I. w, 

2. "i 

wrl 

3. P«-l 

*4 

4. 
1 

1-w, 

5. 1-w, 

6. 
y»i 

and each of these appears in one of the glueing consistency equations. This is so, 

because each is the result of some permutation of some of the vertices. Hence, 

each appears in the corresponding equation for some ordering of the vertices. 
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The proof that the map is regular will proceed by induction. Returning 

again to a chain of ideal hyperbolic tetrahedra , with faces corresponding 

to Flt.recall that we have linear fractional transformations: 

<ln:Fl-+Fi 

We will show by induction that entries of 4>j are rational functions regular on C. 

We can use induction, here, because: 

$ jOiroiationaboutanedgeof (0,1, oo, Wj) ) 

The foregoing is true, because a linear fractional transformation taking Ft to 

can be obtained by composing the linear fractional transformation taking Ft to 

FJt with the linear fractional transformation taking Fj to FJ+l. The latter, is a 

rotation about an edge of (0, l.oo.Wj). Proceeding by induction, we note that 

is merely the identity, and therefore the entries in the matrix 

corresponding to it in PSL2{C) are constants, which are therefore rational func¬ 

tions. Suppose that <fn, • ■ • are all linear fractional transformations so that 

the entries in the corresponding matrix representation are rational functions that 

are regular on C. To show that <j>t is such a linear fractional transformation, it 

suffices to show that the same is true for all rotations about edges of 

(0,1,00,^-x). To show this, it is sufficient to show it for a single rotation about 

each edge ( there are two rotations about each edge, or 12 rotations ). This is so, 
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because the other rotation will be the inverse. Since the determinant of each of 

the 2 by 2 matrices corresponding to the transformation will have determinant 1, 

the entries in the matrices corresponding to the inverse will be the same (up to 

sign) as the entries in the original transformation. Thus» it suffices to consider 

only one rotation about each edge. Thus» we will list the edges, the linear frac¬ 

tional transformation for one of the rotations about the edge, and the matrix 

representation in PSL2(C) corresponding to the linear fractional transformation, 

the edges are; 

1. (0,oo) 

2. (0,1) 

3. (1,2) 

4. (0,2) 

5. (l.co) 

6. (r, «>) 

The linear fractional transformations are (before normalizing): 

- z-w+0 
O’W+l 

2 z-w+0 
' l-w+(z-l) 

3. zi±l  
(z-Dw+U-z2) 

4 1*    
l-w+(l-z) 

— l*H>+2 
5. 

0-w+(z— 1) 
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, — Z’W+Z 

’ 0-w+(l-z) 

We notice, however that the two by two matrix representations of each of the 

above transformations wilt not have determinant one. We also notice that the 

matrix representations for each of the above will have 0 in some location. Thus, 

in particular, we notice that we can force each of the above linear fractional 

transformations to have determinant one in its representations as a two by two 

matrix. Specifically, this will be obtained by dividing by the square root of the 

determinant. Upon doing this, we obtain the following equivalent linear frac¬ 

tional transformations: 

1. 
Jz 'w+0 

2. 

-Tz_ 
Jz—l 

w+0 

1 
JzJz~\ 

W + ■Jz—l 
Jz 

3. 
0'w—\f—~z 

(1+z) 
J—z 

1 
•w+0 

—w+>/PI 
vl-z 

5. 

1 
JT~z 

•w+ 
JÏ—Z 

O’W—Jl—2 

JL-v+JL 
JT~i Jz-ï 

0«w— 
•Jz-Ï 
Jz 

6. 



The corresponding matrices are: 

I. 

3. 

z 0 0 0 
4. -L 

1-z 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 

1 
1 0 

0 0 1 0 1 z 0 

0 0 0 X 
1 

1-z 0 1 0 
Z 

1 
1-z 

Z 

2-1 
0 0 0 1 1 (1-z) 

1 
z—1 1 0 0 

-z -2 

1-2 1-z 

z2 

1-z 

1 
2—1 

0 1 0 
0 1 0 ~2 

1 X 1 2-1 

0 0 1 —2 

2(2-1) 2 2 2 0 0 0 1-2 

0 0 0 —2 6. —L_ -=£. -z , 

0 0 -1 (1+z) 

2-1 

0 

PT 

1 0 -, 

0 i -i 

0 -1 0 (1+z) 
0 

-1 
-<l+z) (1+z) (1+z)2 

A 

2 Z z 0 o
 

o
 11 

z 

Thus, the rotations about edges of (0, l,oo,w>;) are rational maps, hence <f>j ( rota- 

tion about (0, l.co.w, ) is a rational map, that is regular on C. Hence, C“* PR (11) 

is a regular map. □ 

When we say that an affine algebraic set is irreducible we mean that it is not the union 

of proper affine algebraic subsets. By an algebraic curve, we mean an irreducible algebraic set 
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of dimension 1. Where no confusion will result, in what follows, we will refer to an algebraic 

curve as a curve. We will now turn our attention to lifting the curve C to a curve Z)CÆ(n). In 

what follows, we will denote by p, a regular map from the affine algebraic curve defined by the 

glueing equations to PR (n). We will denote by q, a regular map from Æ(n) to PR (II). We 

have just shown that such maps exist. 

Given y€PSL2(C), we assign a holonomy to it as follows. 

if with ad — be - 1 
cz+d 

then the holonomy associated with y is X2, where X is an eigenvalue of the matrix: 

t i 
Most elements of PSLiiC) really have two holonomies, X2 and but if X ■— - X2, 

and there is only one. Given y, a primitive element in II^aA/), in 14], Thurston defines a func¬ 

tion Hy(x) on C such that for each x€ C, Hy(x) is a holonomy of p(x)(y) ( p(x) is a represen¬ 

tation of n in PSL2(C), SO p(x)(y)€PSI2(C) ). 

Now, if there is a point x on C where the cross-ratios have positive imaginary part and the 

meridian and longitude have holonomy 1, then the following are shown in [4]: 

1. p(x) is a discrete faithful representation 

2. There is a one dimensional irreducible component C0 of C containing x 

3. There are countably many points xt of Co such that p(xt) is a discrete representa¬ 

tion of IIi(Af) with kernel (the normal closure of a peripheral element). That is 

to say, p(x,) - pi factors through a discrete faithful representation of n^A/^), 
< 

where M, is a —-Dehn surgery on the knot. Moreover for y in a dense subset of 
<*■ Q 

a neighborhood of x, Hy(y)& 1 for all primitive and Hy(x) - 1 for 
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ail y €1^(3 A/) 

From II] page 127, each p, lilts to SL2(C), that is to say that each point p(Xf) is in 

the image of q, and these points are all distinct. We note that P(CQ) is not necessarily 

an affine algebraic set, because it is not necessarily closed. However, the closure of 

the image is an affine algebraic set. This can be deduced from [6] propositions 2.31, 

and 2.33 and theorem 3.13. Hence, we have: 

p(C0) is a curve in PR(H). Pf: By the above discussion it is an affine algebraic set. 

By corollary 2.28 of [6], we can conclude that it is irreducible, for if it were reducible, 

then Co would be reducible. Finally, since it is infinite, it must have dimension 

greater than 0. Therefore it must have dimension 1. □ We also claim that: 

q :R (nWtf(n) is a finite-to-one map. 

Pf: Each element of PSL2{C) has two inverse images in SL2(C). If p is a lift of 

p':II-*5Ij(C), then there are two possible images of a generator under p. Since n is 

finitely generated, p' has only a finite number of lifts. □ 

Thus, we can conclude: 

D — q-1(p(Co)) is an algebraic curve in R (II) which contains a discrete faithful represen¬ 

tation of n. Pf: By construction, it contains the lift of the discrete faithful representa¬ 

tion into PSL2{C) that lies on Co. It is a curve by Corollary 3.15 of 16], □ 

Also, we have that: 

The functions ry defined by ry(p) — tracep($) are not constant on D. Pf: If ry is con¬ 

stant on D then Hy is constant on C, since if q(y)=p(z) then: 
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Hr^+Hy(x) “rr<y)1 2 

□ 

Thus, for /:J?(II)—Jr<n) defined by t(p) - Xp “ trace pb), we have: 

t(D) is a curve in X(II) which contains the character of a discrete faithful representation. 

Let X0 - t{D). 

We now have the following situation: 

By a dominating map we mean a map that has dense image. The maps t\o and q)o are dom¬ 

inating, regular maps. We also have functions Hr on C, ry on D, and ly on X9 where 

/r(x)=xO0' for each tf€n. We observe the following: 

projective completion of the algebraic set with the singularities resolved. As in [1], we have reg' 

X9c 2f(n) 

I 4 It 
DC R(n) 
1 ?!D 1 q 

c~* PR (n) 

• pulls back under q to ry
2— 2 

r 

• 7y
2—2 pulls back under t to Ty

2-2 

In [1], we find the smooth projective model, C of an affine algebraic set, defined as the 

ular maps: 
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- - . i -, 
and functions Hy on C, T* on D% ly on X0 so that Hy+-s- and //—2 both pull back under q 

Hy 

and t respectively, to ry—2. 

If x is a point of Csuch that Hy has a zero or pole at x, let y€q-1{x), and let z - f(y). 

Then f*— 2 has a pole at y and /y
2-2 has a pole at z. Thus, fy has a pole at z. Therefore z 

must be an ideal point of X0. Moreover, if for some peripheral element h, Hh does not have a 

zero or a pole at x, then 4 does not have a pole at z. 

Thus, we can conclude that if there is a point x of C such that Hy has a zero or pole at x 

for some peripheral element g, but Hh does not have a zero or a pole at x for some other peri¬ 

pheral element h, then there is an ideal point z of X9 such that /r has a pole at z and lH does not 

have a pole at z. By Theorem 2.2.1 of III, we can conclude that there is an incompressible sur¬ 

face in M with boundary curves representing the conjugacy class of A±l. 

2.5 Conclusion 

For a hyperbolic knot space, we can compute some boundary curves of incompressible surfaces. 

Our "algorithm" is as follows. We find the curves defined by the glueing consistency equations 

and we derive the holonomy functions. We then find the projective completion of the affine 

algebraic curve defined by the glueing consistency equations, find the singularities and resolve 

them. We then evaluate the holonomy functions at the ideal points produced by resolving the 

singularities. All peripheral elements, g , for which Hy does not have a 0 or pole for some ideal 

point are boundary curves of incompressible surfaces. The glueing consistency equations and 

holonomy equations for some knots are given in [2], Polyhedral Representations of Link Com¬ 

plements by William Menasco. We will use these for two examples. The results were verified 

with those found in IS]. 



3. Examples 

3.1 The Figure-Eight Knot 

Our first example is the figure-eight knot. Menasco reports the glueing consistency equa^ 

tion for the knot-manifold as: 

• JlfOMM)) s X{M) : z(z—1) w(w—1) - 1 

He reports the holonomy functions as: 

• / “ (eigenvalue)2 of meridian : w(l-z) 

e m — (eigenvalue)2 of longitude : z2(l—z)2 

We will calculate the orders of zeros and/or poles of 1 and m at the points at ©o on X(M). 

Step 1: Embed the curves in P and extend l,m to functions on P2. 

In C2, the curve of holonomies is: 

(z2-z)(w2-l) - 1 

or, upon expanding: 

z2w>2—zw2—wz2+zw—1 ~ 0 

( this is an affine algebraic curve ). We now homogenize coordinates in (z,w,t): 

z2w2—zw2r— wz2/+z>ft2— t* 0 

This function is 0 at (z.w.l) if and only if the old one is, and the solutions for t=>0 are the points 

at oo. Thus, these points at infinity correspond to solutions to the equation z2w2 - 0. Thus, the 

solutions are : 

z - 0,w * 0 
[Z 9* 0,w - 0 

Now, extending l,m to functions on P2 
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l:w—wz wt—wz 

I* 

We will find the orders of zeros or poles of l,m at (0,1,0). 

Step 4: Consider an affine neighborhood of (0,1,0). 

The affine coordinates (z ■» 1) are: 

and the curve of holonomies becomes: 

X (M) - W2- W2 T- WT+ WT2- T* 

and we are interested in : (W.T) = (0,0) 

, WT-W 1—2 T+74 

/ “ —zr>—* 
m
 “ —^— 

T2 T* 

But, we notice that X(M) is singular at (0,0). We define the tangent cone to be the solution to 

the lowest order homogeneous part: 

W2— WT — W{W-T) 

Thus, we resolve the singularity by a process known as blowing up. We choose new coordinates, 

T, K with 

—rp 

I 
-w=o 

If we have a function so that (T,K)—(T, W)t then (0,K) maps to (0,0), and rewriting the curve 
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of holonomies in terms of the new coordinates, we obtain: 

K2 T2—K2 T3-KT2+KT2- T* - 0 

From which we obtain, after dividing by T2 : 

K2-K2T-K+KT-T2 - 0 

The points that map to 0 on this curve correspond to K = 1,0. Thus, we have resolved the ori¬ 

ginal curve into two branches: 

(T,K) - (0,1) = Pi 

<T,K) - (0,0) e Pl 

we now look at (0,0) and notice that the lowest order term is now linear. After blowing up, with 

the substitution W=KT, our holonomy functions become: 

l(K,T) 
KT2-KT KT-K 

T2 ~ T 

m(K,T) 
<T-l)2 

1* 

At the point p{: 

TXant has a zero of order 1, since the curve is not tangent to the line T = 0. Also: 

KÜ-K-T+KT) - -r2 

and l-K-T+KT— 1 at (0,0). Thus, K has a zero of order 2 at py - (0,0). 

• I(K,T) — 1) jjas a zero or(jer j 

Wç make the following definition: 

Vf(J) - order of zero - order of pole of f at p . 

Thus, at pi - (0,0), we have: 

• r,t (D -1 
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• V”> - ■ °~4 ' “4 

We now consider p2 — (0,1) — (T,K). 

We begin by writing the blown up curve of holonomies in terms of K-l. Using Mac Lau¬ 

rin series expansion (finite) about T=0, K—l, we obtain: 

Let f(K,T) - K-K2-KT+T2+K2T 

44r “ 1-2K-T+2KT - -1 at (0,1) 

4£ - -K+2T+K2 = 0 at (0.1) 
O T 

- -2+27’- -2 at (0.1) 

2 

d2f 2K—1 1 at (0,1) 

-»■/- - 2 ara*2 

Thus, the expansion for f about (0,1) yields: 

f{K,T) - (K-l)2T+(K-l)T+T2-(K-l)2-(K-l). 

Thus, K “ 1 is a tangent line, and T * 0 is transverse to the curve. Thus, Vfj(T) - 1. 

Since 1{K,T) - VfJ(l) - 0-1 --1. Since m(K,T) - , 

Vf2{m) - 0-4 - -4. 

Thus, at pu l*ml does not have a pole or zero, and at p2, r*ml does not have a pole or 

zero. Thus, in light of our previous theoretical results, XV» and x"V at® boundary curves. 

According to Thurston and Hatcher, the boundary curves for the figure eight knot manifold are 

XV* X“V. and X. Thus, our method has produced some boundary curves. It is worth noting 
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that our answers are boundary curves, although the collection is incomplete, in that X has not 

been produced by the method as a boundary curve. 

3.2 Another Example 

We consider the knot space for the following knot: 

The corresponding curve of holonomies has the defining equations: 

u(z-l)w(w-l) ** 1-u 

1-u — z(l—w)1 2 * 

from which we obtain the single defining equation: 

u = l-z(l-w)2 

The eigenvalue squared functions are: 

. _ (z-l)4 *w2 

z6(w— l)4 

1— 
z(w-l) 

Beginning with our curve of holonomies: 

U—z(l—w)2lw+z(l—w) - 0 

We obtain, by expanding and simplifying: 
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—w—Z2W+ZW+2z2W2H—2zw2—z2w3+zw3+z-0 

We homogenize this to obtain: 

—wr4— z2wf2+zwf3+2z2w2r—2zw2—z2w3+zw3+z — 0 

And we observe that this function is 0 at (z,w,l) if and only if the old one is. The solutions for 

t—0 are the points at oo. Solving for these: 

z2w3 — 0«>z - 0,w ^ 0 or z ^ 0,w - 0 

the points at «o are: (0,1,0) and (1,0,0) where these are taken as points in (z,w,t) coordi¬ 

nates. Now, we extend the eigenvalue squared functions to functions on P2. For 

(z—I)4w2 

/» 
z‘(w-l)4 

we obtain: 

(z—t)*w2f* 
zHw-t)4 

and for m, we obtain: 

I* 
zt-wz 

In an affine neighborhood of (0,1,0), making the substitutions W=w/z, T»t/z, we obtain: 

(T-\)*W
2
T* 

(W-T)4 

ft 
m“~T— W 

and the curve of holonomies becomes: 

X(M) - - WT4- WT2+ Wft+2 W2 T-2 W2 T2— W3+ IF3 T+ T* 

We want (W,T) = (0,0). We note that X(M) is singular at (0,0). So, as before, we look at the 

tangent cone of X(M). That is, we set the sum of the low order terms to zero, and solve the 

resulting equation. In this particular case, this is: 
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-W3+2W2T-WT2 - 0 

or W(-W2+2WT-T2) - 0 

This can be further reduced to the equation: 

W(W-T)2 - 0 

The graph for the solution set to this curve is, in (W,T) coordinates: 

Thus, we must again "blow up" to resolve the singularity at (0,0) into two branches. We choose 

new coordinates T,K with W=TK. The curve of holonomies then becomes: 

-KT*-KT3+KT*+2K2T3-2K2T*-K3T3+K3T*+T* - 0 

Thus, dividing by T3: 

-KT2-K+KT+2K2-2K2T-K3+K3T+T - 0 

The points that map to (0,0) on this curve are : 

[(0,1) = P2 

<w -1<0.0)=„ 

The lowest order term is now linear. Rearranging terms on either side of the curve of holo¬ 

nomies, to factor T on one side and K on the other, we obtain: 

T(l+K3-2K2+K-KT) - *(1-2*+^) 

Thus, we observe that K has a zero of order 1 at (0,0) and T has a zero of order 1 at (0,0). 
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I 
(T-1)4W2T4 

(W-T)4 

(T-l)4K2T2 

<K-1)4 

T1 T 
m~ T-KT ~ 1 -K 

We observe that VPl(m) - VPl(T) - +1 and K„</) - 2-Vfl(K)+2-VPl(T) - 2+2-4. 

We now turn to p2 = (0,1) = (T,K). We now express the curve of holonomies: 

X(M) - f(T,K) - -KT2-K+KT+2K2-2K2T-K3+K3T+T 

We again use Mac Laurin series to express the above polynomial in K and T as a polynomial in 

K-l, T: 

T2-l+T+4K-4KT-3K2+3K2T - 0 at p2 

Q~2KT+K-2K2+K3+\ - 1 at p2 ar 

JiL 
ÎK2 4-4T-6K+6KT - -2 at p2 

èKàT 
-2T+1-4K+3K2 0 at p2 

a2/ 
ar® -2* -2 at p2 

ay 
ara*2 

-4+6Æ-2 at p2 

_9V_=_> 
a^ar* 

=o 

Jji - -6+67 - -6 at p2 
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ara*3 
=6 

ay _ so 

i^s0 a T* 

ax4 

Thus,/(ri^)-r-(^-i)2-rî+7’(^-i)î-r2(ic-i)-(/:-i)3+r(/:-i)3. 

/. <*-i)2(i+<*-i)). T- r2+r(£-i)2- r2(A:-i)+r(*-i)3- 

T(l- THK-ÏŸ- nje-D+ot-i)3) 

Thus, VfAT) - 2 and F. ftf-1) - 1. 

• Vfi(m) - VPi(T)-Vri(l-K) - 2-1 - 1 

• and Vti(l) - 2Vfl(T)—4VPl(K—l) - 4-4 - 0 

Having considered (0,1,0), we turn to (1,0,0). Considering an affine neighborhood of 

(1,0,0), and expressing the curve of holonomies in terms of affine coordinates (noting that W« 1 

2 t 
here), we obtain (after substituting Z — —, T « — ) 

w w 

X(M) - -r4-z274+zr3+2z2r-2Z7’2-z2+zr+zr4 

We want to examine (Z,T) = (0,0), because in an affine neighborhood of (1,0,0), X(M) is singu¬ 

lar at (0,0). If we look at the tangent cone of X(M), we obtain: 

-Z2+Zr - 0 hence Z(T-Z) - 0 
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Hence, we must resolve the singularity at (0,0). We will choose new coordinates T,K so that 

Z - KT 

Making this substitution into the curve of holonomies, we obtain: 

-T*-K2T*+2K2T3-K2T2+KT*-2KT3+KT2+KP - 0 

And after dividing by 7*, we obtain: 

-T2-K2T2+2K2T-K2+KT2-2KT+K+KT3 - 0 

The points that map to (0,0) on this curve are: 

f(0,1) H Pi 

- {(0.0) ü * 

Thus, we have resolved the singularity into two branches. We observe that the lowest order term 

of the curve of holonomies is now linear, and we rewrite it as: 

T2 - K(-KT2+2KT-K+T2-2T+1+T3) 

So, ^(Af) “ 2 and (T) - 1. We now rewrite the eigenvalue squared functions in terms of 

the new coordinates we have selected, and we obtain: 

f2 f* j* 

m ~ Z(T-l) " KT(T-l) ~ K(T-l) 

(Z-T)*T4 _ (*-l)47« _ (*-l)47* 
“ Z<(r-1)4 ~ K*P(T-1)4 " K*(T-l)*' 

From the above, we can deduce the following: 

• VPl(M) - Vfl{T)-Vfl(K) - 1-2 - -1 

♦ VPl(i) - 2VPi(T)-6VPi(K) - 2-12 - -10 

Now, turning to p2 - (0,1), we use Mac Laurin series to expand the curve of holonomies 

X(M) --T2-K2T2+2K2T-K2+KT2-2KT+K+KT3=g(T,K) 

in terms ofT and K-l: 
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Thus, 

■Jj - -2T-2K}T+2K1+2KT-2K+‘SKft - 0 at p2 QT 

-ff: - -2KT2+4KT-2K+T2-2T+l+T3 - -1 at p2 
QK 

JÛL 
a P 

B2g 
a*2 

- -2-2K2+2K+6KT - -2 at p2 

- -2T2+4T-2 - -2 at ;>2 

-a^f ■ - -4^r+4/:+2r-2+3r3 - 2 at ^ 
OAOl 

ar3 
6* - 6 at p2 

-5^-so a A3 

a3* 
a^ar 

a3* 
ar2a* 

■ -4T+4 ■ 4 at pj 

- -4A+2+6T - -2 at p2 

a4g „ 
ar4 

3 0 

a4* - 
a*4 

3 0 

3 0 a4* _ 
a*3ar 

a4* _ 
a^aA 

g(T,K) - -(K-\)-T
2
-{K-\)

2
+2T{K-\)+T

3
+2<K-\)

2
T-T

2
{K-\)+T

3
{K-\ 

X(M) - O - > T2(l- T)- (A-l) I—1—(AT— 1) +2 T+2( A-1) T— T2+T3 

hence we can conclude that: 
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• V,2(K-1)-2 

• Vfi(T)- 1 

and we reach our results: 

• Vri(m) - VPJ{T) - 1 

• Vfl{l) - 4 ^a-D+2 T) - 8+2 - 10 

Thus, as before, we have determined some boundary curves, because lpm4 does not have a zero 

or a pole for some ideal point for all of the p,q pairs determined above. However, there are two 

other ideal points (p=q*l) and (p-q=0), and there are boundary curves associated with these 

points that we can obtain by inspection. 

At z—w— 1, from the expressions for m, 1 on pg. , we see immediately that: 

• V,(m) - ±1 

• 0 

Hence, the peripheral element X does not have a zero or a pole for this point, and hence X is 

Tound to be a boundary curve for this knot manifold. 

At z«w=0, from the expressions for m, 1 on pg., we see immediately that: 

• K,(m)—1 

• V,(0 - 2-6 - -4 

Hence, the boundary curves of incompressible surfaces that we obtain for this knot space are: 

• X 

• Ip4 

• XM
10 

It might also be mentioned that we get the same curves with the opposite orientation, as well. 

These results were verified with those reported in 15]. 
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